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Introduction

T

his guide is designed as a companion to the Citizen’s Guide to the New Mexico State Budget, which
provides a description of the budget development and appropriation process. As that guide explains,
the state’s budget falls into two categories – the operating budget and the capital budget.1 The operating
budget pays for state programs and services. The capital budget pays for capital outlay projects such as
building new schools. This guide deals only with the operating budget, and particularly those programs and
projects funded by the general fund.
This guide is written for people who are interested in advocating for general fund monies to use for operating and programmatic purposes. If you’re interested in getting state funding to physically build something in
your community—say, a community center or a new park—that money would have to come from the capital
budget. Advocating for funds from the capital budget is a very different process, and is not covered in this
guide. But if you want the Legislature to fund a community program, such as an after-school program at an
existing community center, then this guide is for you.

Acronyms used in this Guide:
DFA – Department of Finance and Administration
GAA – General Appropriation Act
HAFC – House Appropriations and Finance Committee
HB 2 – House Bill 2
LFC – Legislative Finance Committee
LCS – Legislative Council Services
LESC – Legislative Education Study Committee
SBD – State Budget Division (of the DFA)
SFC – Senate Finance Committee

The state also “spends” money by granting deductions and exemptions from the tax code. Most of this “indirect spending” goes to special interest groups, and the state is not required to keep track of the total – even though 2006 estimates
showed that the state spent about $5 billion this way.
1
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General Guidelines

W

hen advocating for funding from the state operating budget, there are a few key issues to keep in mind.
First is the anti-donation clause of the New Mexico state constitution. This clause essentially prohibits
direct appropriations, donations or subsidies from the state to any person,
association, nonprofit, corporation, or other private entity (Article 9, Section
14 and Article 4, Section 31). Appropriations for projects or programs
must be made to state or local government entities; they cannot name a
non-government entity as a recipient. So if you’re advocating for funding
for the after-school program we cited in this guide’s introduction, that
funding cannot go directly to your nonprofit organization, neighborhood
association or service club. The funding can, however, go to a state or
city entity that may then contract with your group to actually implement the
program, although that cannot be explicitly stated in the appropriation.
We’ll say more about the anti-donation clause later, but the main point here is that it is a good idea to work
closely with the government agency, for example the Human Services Department, that will receive the
funding. If the stars align, the agency may include your proposal in their budget request. Even if the agency
does not support your funding proposal, you should make sure that its staff is aware of the request.
Another key issue to keep in mind is that there is more than one way of appropriating state money. The three
main options for program and project funding are: 1) through an increase to an agency’s base budget, 2)
through a line-item appropriation in the “junior” bill, or 3) through a special, nonrecurring appropriation.
The first is the most difficult appropriation to get, as an increase to the agency’s base budget in the General
Appropriation Act usually results in a permanent, recurring increase to the agency’s budget. The easiest
is the second option—a line-item appropriation in the “junior” bill, though there is no guarantee that there
will be a junior bill in any given year.
Your chances of success are best if you can get your funding request into the agency budget request and
then into both the executive and legislative budget recommendations. To do so successfully is difficult. A
funding request may be made as a stand-alone bill, but unless the bill is rolled into the General Appropriations
Act, a “junior bill,” or some other omnibus appropriation bill, it is not likely to pass the Legislature intact.
Remember, too, that a stand-alone bill must have a legislative sponsor. It’s best if you can get a senator and
a representative to sponsor companion bills.
These types of appropriations and processes for getting appropriations into different bills will be explained
further in the rest of the guide.
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Technical Terms:
General Appropriation Act (GAA) – The primary annual appropriations bill that provides
spending authority for the ongoing operations of all state agencies. Also referred to at as House
Bill 2 or HB2.
“Junior bill” – An appropriations bill that is not the GAA but provides appropriations for all three
branches of government. Appropriations are generally for specific projects within agencies rather
than general program funding.
Omnibus appropriations bill – A bill pertaining to, including, or dealing with numerous funding
items at once.

Finally, it’s important to remember that even though budgeting decisions are ultimately made by the Legislature
and the governor, you may be working primarily with their staffs. Throughout the budget development process,
staff must prepare the analysis for and justification of all budget proposals. The better the staff members—
particularly in the various budgeting offices—understand the proposal, the better the information they can
provide to legislators and the governor.
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Getting Started

F

or best results, you’ll want to make sure you:
•

Understand your issues;

•

Have your facts and figures together;

•

Ask for what you really need;

•

Identify other citizen allies;

•

Make sure the agency is informed; and

•

Try to get the governor and key legislators on board.

Before you begin talking with state agencies or legislators, you need to have a clear and convincing argument
for the increased funding or new program. This most likely will mean doing some research. Be clear not only
about the amount of funding required but also the benefits of providing that funding. The best proposals can
link funding to outcomes or some sort of concrete result. (Citing research and/or evaluation studies may be
helpful in this respect). Your research should also tell you how much funding is reasonable.
In general, the best approach is to have a clear goal, a reasonable funding request, definable benefits, and
solid talking points your supporters can use to advocate for the proposal.
You may also want to build a coalition of like-minded advocates. The power of many groups supporting
the same proposal is considerable. Not only does it show that there is broad interest in the issue but it also
means that the same message is coming from many sources. Ideally, the state agency that will receive the
funding will support your cause. But even if they can’t support it, you don’t want your request to surprise
them. Of course, you’ll also need allies at the Roundhouse. Ideally, you would have both the governor and
several legislators promoting your cause.

Where to Begin
As mentioned, your best chance for success is if your proposal
is included in the agency budget request and then in both the
executive and legislative budget recommendations that are
presented to the Legislature at the beginning of the session.
While it’s difficult to get into either budget recommendation
—not to mention both—the success rate is great. Proposals that
are approved through the executive and/or legislative budget
formulation process generally get much more consideration
during the appropriations process than other proposals.
-8-

When to Begin
One of the most important guidelines for budget advocacy is to START EARLY! The legislative session may
begin on the third Tuesday in January, but effective budget advocacy begins much sooner.
One of the first things you can do is invite your state representatives to visit your program or community in
which a program is needed. During a visit, you can give them a first-hand, tangible idea of what you hope
to accomplish.
As discussed in the Citizen’s Guide to the New Mexico State Budget, state agencies start developing their
budget requests in June, six months before the legislative session begins. This is the best time to start
advocating for additional funding, program enhancements, or funding for new programs. You’ll want to provide
information about your request to the agency’s management and staff, and the governor’s staff. This is also
the time to discuss any changes you or your coalition would like to see not only in funding for an existing
program, but also regarding the number of staff and performance measures for that program.
These early conversations are also the best time to tell your story. Thinking about your request as a story will
help you develop your message. Some questions to keep in mind are: What is the compelling reason that
your proposal should be funded among all the other competing proposals for funding? Who will this help?
Who will be hurt if the funding isn’t provided? Why
should anyone care?
Another opportunity is during the spring, when the
Legislature begins its cycle of interim committee
meetings. Having your issue on the agenda of
the relevant committee to be discussed during the
interim is very powerful. To request an opportunity
to present to a legislative committee, you’ll need
to write a letter to the committee chair. Be sure to
send a copy to the Legislative Council Services
(LCS) staff member assigned to that committee
or, if you’re requesting time at Legislative Finance
Committee (LFC) or Legislative Education Study
Committee (LESC) hearings, send a copy to the
respective directors.
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Technical Terms:
Interim committee meetings – Legislative committees that meet several times between May/June
and December in order to review issues and develop budgetary and other recommendations for the
upcoming session. The schedule for the interim committees can be found on the Legislature’s website.
See “Resources” section.

If you do get a chance to testify at a committee, follow these general guidelines: keep your presentation
brief; be clear about the amount of funding requested; and highlight what the funding would achieve, such
as improved service levels, better performance, and/or the number of people who would benefit. Have a
one-page handout for the committee that summarizes the proposal. Your presentation and handout should
be consistent so that members can clearly follow between the handout and your discussion. Be prepared
for questions. If you don’t known an answer, never make one up. Say to the committee that you don’t have
the requested information and that you will get back to them. Then make sure you follow up and get the
relevant information to the committee.

Budget Basics:
Addressing a Committee
Protocol requires that all comments are first directed to the chair of the committee. When testifying,
always start by addressing the committee chair and the members with “Mr./Madam Chair and members
of the committee.” Clearly identify yourself and your organization. When answering questions, always
begin the answer by saying “Mr./Madam Chair” regardless of who asked the question. You can also
add the name of the member asking the question such as “Madam Chair and Representative Jones.” A
fallback is always “Mr. Chair and members of the committee.” Not only does this comply with legislative
protocol, but it also gives you some time to breathe and think before you answer the question. At the
end of the testimony always thank the chair and the members for the opportunity to present to them.
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During the interim period, you should also be trying to meet with both high- and low-ranking staff members
from the agency, governor’s office, and Legislature. There is also great value in having the professional
staff in the legislative and executive budget offices understand the proposal even if they cannot directly
support it.
The budget formulation process takes place from September through December. The official executive
and legislative budget development process starts on Sept. 1, when agencies submit their requests to the
Department of Finance and Administration (DFA) and the LFC. The LFC then holds public hearings on
every agency’s budget. During the LFC summer meetings, different programs and projects of agencies
may have been reviewed and discussed. However, at the hearings that begin in September an agency’s
complete budget request for the next fiscal year is presented and reviewed. Getting on the agenda to testify
during these hearings is difficult, but the LFC often sets aside one afternoon of hearings for testimony from
advocates on budget issues. (For more detail on the budget formulation process, see the Citizen’s Guide
to the New Mexico State Budget.)
By the time an agency’s budget request is heard publicly at one of the fall LFC hearings, the preliminary
budget decisions have probably been made by the committee. This is why it’s important to provide information
a month or so before the hearing to supportive legislators, particularly LFC members, and the LFC analyst
for that agency, and to testify at LFC meetings during the summer. Some change is possible based on
discussion at the hearing, but for most budget issues, the decisions have already been made.
The executive branch does not have a published schedule for when it makes its internal budget decisions,
nor does it hold public hearings. The best approach is to provide information to the governor’s and State
Budget Division (SBD) staff soon after the Sept. 1 deadline for agency budget submissions. Ideally, in both
cases the information you provide during the
fall will be a follow-up to the initial contacts you
made during the summer. However, the fall still
presents opportunities to get your request into
the budget recommendations.
Often it is difficult to know if your work during
the interim and the budget formulation process
has been successful because the executive
budget is not released until a few days before
the session begins the following January, and
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the legislative budget is only released once the session has officially begun.2 Attending the last day of the
LFC’s December budget hearing is useful since the final recommendations are voted on publicly. In general,
final budget decisions are closely held until the budgets are released.

The Operating Budget Cycle

May – August
• LFC interim
hearings

May 1st
• Agencies submit operating
budgets to DFA

July 1st
• State fiscal year begins
July 15th
• Performance measure changes due

September 1st
• Agencies submit appropriations
requests to DFA and LFC

General
Appropriation
Act enacted

Appropriations Process
• 30- day or 60-day session
plus 20-day signing period
3rd Tuesday in January
• Session begins
• LFC recommendation
released

September – December
• LFC budget hearings and formulation
• DFA budget formulation

January 5th or 10th
• Executive budget
recommendation
released

The Executive budget recommendation is released either on January 5 for 30-day sessions or January 10 for 60-day
sessions. The LFC budget recommendation is generally released at the same time but does not have to be released
until the first week of the session.
2
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June 15th
• DFA issues appropriations
request instructions
• Agencies begin developing
requests

Budget Basics:
It’s Often a One-Way Street
Often, the executive and legislative staff members of the respective budget offices are not able to
discuss the agency budget requests that they are reviewing during the budget formulation process. The
agency may be able to share with you what it has requested, but the availability of that information can
vary. During the session, staff of the House and Senate appropriations committees also may not be
able to tell you much about the status of certain appropriations. Regardless, it is still valuable to provide
information to or meet with executive and legislative budget office staff as well as provide information
to legislative committee staff. While they may not be able to share information with you, they can use
the information you provide to help analyze the requests before them.
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Stand-Alone Bills: “Making an Appropriation”

S

ince it is difficult to know before the start of the legislative session whether your proposal has been
included in either budget recommendation, it’s a good idea to work with legislators to ensure that your
budget proposals are introduced as individual bills during the session. Hundreds of these “stand-alone” bills
are introduced every session. They can be incorporated by House Appropriations and Finance Committee
(HAFC) and Senate Finance Committee (SFC) into the final budget bill, but generally only if there is a lot
of lobbying and support behind them.
In order for a bill to be introduced, it must be supported by a legislative member. So, prior to the session,
work with a legislator and the Legislative Council Service to draft the bill to be proposed. Review the bill draft
carefully to make sure that the following is correct: purpose of the appropriation; dollar amount; time frame
for the appropriation (one fiscal year or longer); name of the agency receiving the appropriation; whether it is
reverting or non-reverting funds; and that the phrase “making an appropriation” is included in the bill title.

Technical Terms:
Reverting or non-reverting appropriation – Determines whether appropriations can remain available
until spent or if they will be returned to the general fund (or other fund) at the end of the fiscal year (or other
designated appropriation period). (See “Budget Speak,” page 30 for examples of bill language.)
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It’s an excellent idea to prepare a budget for the funding request. This budget should break down how the
money will be spent and should be given to the LFC, the DFA, and the affected agency for use in preparing
their analyses of the bill. This is where your research will pay off because you’ll be able to clearly state not
only the amount of funding required but also the benefits of providing that funding. If possible, meet with
the legislative and executive budget analysts as well as the appropriations committee analysts to explain
the proposal.
All bills that include an appropriation will be sent to HAFC and SFC for consideration and review. So once
these stand-alone appropriations bills are introduced, try to meet with the analysts for these committees and
explain the need for the appropriation. Given all the demands on the analysts’ time, you may not be able to
have an in-person meeting. In this case, provide written information about the proposed appropriation.
Remember, stand-alone appropriation bills rarely pass the Legislature with the appropriation intact. Regardless of whether the bill funds a new or existing program, expect the appropriation to be removed before
the bill is passed. Virtually all successful appropriations that start out in stand-alone bills ultimately pass as
appropriations either in the GAA, the “junior bill,” or another omnibus appropriation bill.
Most often these stand-alone bills are “tabled” by HAFC or SFC, which means the bill is essentially dead.
Sometimes, the bill is passed, but with the appropriation taken out of the bill. In this case, the committee
report on the bill will generally say that it is “striking the appropriation” which means the appropriation is
deleted from the bill. A bill that passes without the appropriation means that the program or project is authorized by the Legislature but either no funding is available to implement it, or the funding request is amended
into the GAA.

Budget Basics:
The Anti-Donation Clause
Since the state constitution prohibits making appropriations to or for non-government entities, the
appropriation language must be crafted very carefully. If the appropriation is enacted and the receiving
government agency cannot fulfill the purpose of the appropriation itself, it will generally contract out
the work through a ‘request for proposal’ (RFP). A very specific purpose statement in the appropriation
allows the agency to craft a very specific request for proposal, which can increase the chances of the
organization that requested the appropriation actually receiving the funding.
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Transparency and the Budget Process

T

here is very little transparency in the budget process. The executive and legislative budget recommendations provide fairly comprehensive information about the proposed operating budgets. However,
proposals for special appropriations tend to be listed in spreadsheets with short, cryptic descriptions. Once
the legislative appropriations process starts, there is less and less transparency.
Few materials are handed out at appropriations hearings during the session. Sometimes committee staff
can give you a copy of some of the material that was handed out during the post-hearing meetings. Difference sheets that show the differences between the legislative and executive recommendations are not
always readily available. Often the spreadsheets that the committees use to track budget decisions are
made available only on a select basis. Unfortunately, rather than committing to the regular dissemination of
public information, the system favors those who have good connections. The State Budget Division receives
the committee information in order to analyze all the appropriations actions for the governor. However, this
information is usually kept internal to the division; it is sometimes made available to the agencies; and is
rarely made available to outside groups.
Basically, it never hurts to ask the staff of the legislative committees, agency, or SBD about the status of a
particular proposal. Just know that the availability of information is inconsistent.

Tracking the Budget Process
This lack of transparency makes tracking budget decisions very tricky, particularly since the appropriations
process focuses on increases or decreases to operating budgets. This can make it difficult to know the total
amount of funding that is being proposed for an agency. Another problem is that most large agencies roll many
divisions and programs into one program budget. Without getting the information directly from the agency,
it is impossible to tell how much funding for a particular program is included in the overall program budget.
Increases to a particular project or division are listed separately
from the GAA on spreadsheets; the only thing that you will see in
the GAA is that the overall budget for the program was increased.
Unless there is explanatory language for the program’s
appropriation that specifies how much funding is designated for
a particular project, there is no way of knowing from the GAA.
However, you can glean some information about the nature of
an appropriation based on which section of the GAA it is placed
in. (See “Understanding the GAA,” page 24.)
-16-

Technical Terms:
Explanatory language – The language included in a program’s appropriation in Section 4 of the GAA
can specify how much funding is designated for a particular project or require that an agency take
certain action before some portion of its funding is released. If funding amounts are specified for a
particular project in explanatory language, it means
that the funding cannot be used for any other purpose.
However, explanatory language that includes a specific
ed
d
funding amount is also vulnerable to a line-item veto.
n
fu
t
If the language is vetoed, the funding is also vetoed.
eto
c
v
oje tem
Using explanatory language is therefore a doublePr
-i
e
edged sword. It can be helpful in clarifying how much
n
Li
funding is going to a program or project but it is also
risky because it makes the funding a veto target.
Funding that is included in an agency’s base budget in
Section 4 and not spelled out in explanatory language
cannot be vetoed.
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Even beyond transparency issues, closely tracking the legislative process may be one of the most difficult
aspects of advocacy, especially if your group does not have a full-time lobbyist. Once the session begins,
there is a structure for budget hearings with certain deadlines throughout the session. However, within that,
there can be endless changes in schedules. Be prepared for “legislative time”—meaning, don’t expect bills
to proceed as scheduled. A hearing that is scheduled for two o’clock may begin at five o’clock. Likewise,
the discussion of a particular agency’s budget or on a particular bill may be moved from the last item on
the schedule to the first just as the hearing begins. Make sure to get copies of the House Appropriations
and Finance Committee and the Senate Finance Committee schedules and check frequently for updates.
Attending the hearings is important because there are generally no minutes or reports describing action taken
by the committees.3 Often you won’t know whether your proposal has been included until the committee
releases its version of the GAA.
HAFC hearings on the budget start the first week of the session during a 60-day session, and a week before
the session begins during a 30-day session. In the 2008 session, the SFC also held a few hearings during
the week before the session began.
When considering the executive and legislative recommendations for agency program budgets, HAFC will
generally vote for the recommendation with the lower funding amount. There are exceptions, of course,
such as funding for social service programs when many advocates and citizens affected by the program are
present during the budget hearing. Regardless of how HAFC votes in the initial hearings, these amounts
can change during the negotiations throughout the process.
SFC does not take public votes on an agency’s budget. SFC generally waits for the House to pass its version
of the GAA. SFC then makes changes to the House version of the GAA through a formal amendment process.
Be vigilant—the SFC amendment process is only two to three days long. If your proposal was not included
in the House bill, this is a clear opportunity to try to get it into the Senate version of the bill. You must find a
senator to sponsor your amendments. Having several senators
submit the same amendment can help. SFC and LFC staff
members provide assistance during the process. SFC will meet
to vote on amendments and will release a spreadsheet showing
only those amendments that have been accepted.

One exception is the “subcommittee reports” prepared by subcommittees of HAFC to report their recommendations
on agency budgets to the full HAFC committee. Subcommittees tend to hear the budgets of small agencies and boards
and commissions. Copies of these reports are generally not made public, but should be available upon request.
3
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Locating and Watching Bills

D

aily schedules for committee hearings, as well as House and Senate floor action, are all posted to the
legislative website every evening for the next day. In checking House and Senate floor schedules, look at
the Third Reading of Legislation section. This shows the
bills that are likely to be voted on that day. The Temporary
Calendar in the House indicates which bills have made
it through the committee process and have been sent to
the House for a full vote. Bills on the temporary calendar
will likely be heard in the House on the next legislative
day. However, last-minute changes are always possible
and during the last few days of the session committee
schedules may no longer be posted on the web and bills
are no longer placed on the temporary calendar.
The Legislature’s bill locator is an incredibly useful tool, and is updated every evening. Not only does it give
information on where a particular bill is in the process, it can also give an indication of a bill’s likelihood of
being passed. In general, the more committees a bill is referred to, the less chance it has of passing. This is
not always true, of course, but can be used as one indicator of the bill’s likely success. Note that the locator
will not be updated to show committee action on a bill until the committee report on the action it took has
been accepted by the House or the Senate. This means that HAFC may have taken action on Monday but
the locator will not be updated until Tuesday night after the House accepted the HAFC report on the bill.
My Roundhouse is a web feature that allows you to create an individualized list of bills that are of interest
to you. You will receive a system-generated email every time action on your bills has been taken. (See
“Resources,” page 32.)
There are very specific deadlines for getting the GAA through the legislative approval process. The timelines
are established in the Legislature’s Joint Rule 9-1. The House generally introduces the General Appropriation
Act (HB 2) and then must transfer the bill to the Senate
by the 16th day of a 30-day session or the 35th day
of a 60-day session. The Senate must act upon it by
21st day of a 30-day session or the 50th day of a 60day session. The Act must then be approved by both
chambers and transmitted to the governor by the 24th
day of a 30-day session or the 54th day of a 60-day
session. The deadlines are all based on calendar
days, and include weekends and holidays.
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Follow-Up

Y

our work is not done even if your proposal was included in a budget bill or as a stand-alone bill, and
passed by the Legislature. At this point, you need to contact the governor’s office, agency and State
Budget Division staff and support the governor’s signing of the bill or, in case of the budget bills, urge the
governor not to veto the item. The danger of a line-item veto is only present if your proposal is spelled out
separately in a line item in the bill or included in the explanatory text within an appropriation. Funding that has
been added to an agency’s base funding in Section 4 of the General Appropriation Act and is not described
in explanatory text is generally safe from the governor’s line-item veto.

Be Appreciative
Whether you receive what you requested or not, thank everyone
involved. The budget process is complex and involves many
competing priorities. So if your request for $50,000 got cut to
$25,000 it often means that someone had to fight to get the
request considered and then fight to maintain even the lower
level of funding. Don’t focus on what you didn’t get or start
discussing proposals for the next session immediately. Allow
some time for everyone to recover from the session and then
start the cycle over again.

Track the Implementation of the Proposal
Keep in touch with the implementing agency throughout the fiscal year to see how your funding proposal is
being implemented. This is particularly important for new initiatives, which can take some time to get started,
or for special appropriations for particular projects. While the fiscal year for the budget that just passed will
not begin until July 1, funding for special appropriations is generally available before the start of the fiscal
year. Therefore, an agency could begin work on a project funded through a special appropriation almost
immediately after the GAA is enacted. If the agency is unsure whether the funding is available, check with the
State Budget Division, which has responsibility for establishing agencies’ budgets as enacted in the GAA.
Knowing how the proposal was (or was not) implemented is helpful in developing the next round of requests.
If an agency hasn’t spent the funds received for a particular project or program by the time the next legislative
session arrives, it is difficult to request additional funds for the project or program.
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Budget Basics:
Understanding Fiscal Years
Fiscal Year – New Mexico’s fiscal years runs from July 1 to June 30. The fiscal year is named for the
calendar year in which the fiscal year ends. For example, the fiscal year ending on June 30, 2010 is
called FY10, even though it began during 2009.
Actual Year – The “actual year” is the fiscal year that just ended the previous June. For example, when
the FY10 budget was being developed, the “actual year” was FY08.
Current Year – The “current year” is the fiscal year that began this past July and will end this June.
For example, in developing the FY10 budget, the “current year” was FY09. The current year’s budget
is also called the “operating budget.”
Budget Year – The upcoming fiscal year that will start the next July. For example, when developing
the FY10 budget, the “budget year” was FY10.
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Budget Basics:
To Recur or Not to Recur?
One of the most confusing aspects of the budget process is the
question of whether a specific appropriation is recurring or nonrecurring.
A recurring appropriation is an ongoing appropriation that is built
into an agency’s base budget for the next fiscal year. Agency program
appropriations in Section 4 of the GAA are always recurring. A
nonrecurring appropriation is a one-time appropriation, sometimes
for a special project, that is not included in an agency’s ongoing base
budget.
The confusion arises mostly with special appropriations and
appropriations in “junior” bills. These are usually line-item appropriations
for specific projects. The source of funds for these appropriations
usually—but not always—determines whether the appropriation is recurring or nonrecurring.
Recurring revenue is revenue that the state has a reasonable expectation of collecting in the next fiscal
year as well as future fiscal years. Recurring general fund revenue sources include gross receipts taxes,
personal income taxes, corporate incomes taxes, etc.
Nonrecurring revenue is one-time revenue that usually results when general fund revenue collections
in the current year are higher than the current year’s appropriations. These extra funds are then made
available for one-time appropriations in the next fiscal year. This includes special, supplemental,
deficiency, and capital appropriations.
Special appropriations are almost always funded with nonrecurring revenues. Appropriations in the
“junior” appropriation bill have been funded with a mix of recurring and nonrecurring revenues. During
the appropriations process, the Legislature generally treats special appropriations as nonrecurring and
“junior” bill appropriations as recurring.
The Department of Finance and Administration (DFA), however, has the final say in deciding whether
these appropriations are recurring or nonrecurring. At some point after the appropriations bills are
enacted, the DFA will make the decision. In the past, regardless of the source of funding, some special
appropriations have been determined to be recurring and many junior appropriations have been
determined to be nonrecurring.
The safest approach is to assume that these appropriations are nonrecurring until you find out otherwise.
The DFA does not always publicize its decisions, but you can always contact the affected agency or the
State Budget Division of DFA, which will have the official list of recurring/nonrecurring decisions.
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Budget Basics:
The Timing of Revenue Estimates
How much money the state will have to spend in the upcoming fiscal year is an important question for
anyone interested in influencing the state budget. While changes in the amount of money the state
has available may not change the dollar amount of your request, it is a good idea to know whether the
appropriators have more money to spend than expected or less. This can affect their mood and decisionmaking. How you approach appropriators and staff may vary depending on the revenue picture.
The Citizen’s Guide to the New Mexico State Budget discusses the revenue forecasting process. Here
it is important to know the approximate timing of revenue forecasts. The forecasts are presented at
either LFC or HAFC hearings and officially released by the DFA. The testimony by DFA and LFC can
be informative and copies can be obtained from the two agencies.
Summer forecast – Used as a guideline for the budget development process that begins in
September.
October forecast – Provides updated information that is used to finalize the DFA and LFC budget
recommendations.
December forecast – Used for the appropriations process during the session.
Mid-session forecast – Generally done before the General Appropriation Act is released by the HAFC,
to make sure that estimated revenues can support the proposed level of spending.
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Understanding the GAA

U

nderstanding where funds appear in the General Appropriation Act is important because the different
sections of the act determine the nature of the appropriation—most importantly, whether it is a recurring
appropriation or a nonrecurring appropriation for which you must advocate again in the next budget cycle.
It can be useful to understand that the GAA is primarily an expenditure plan. The Act does not show the
total amount of revenue available to the agencies that collect non-general fund revenue (e.g., fees) and/or
receive federal funds. Rather, the Act shows how much has been authorized for spending. An agency may
collect more revenue than it is authorized to spend.
This portion of the guide provides an overview of the general structure of the GAA as it has appeared in the
last five years. There can be variations, but understanding the general structure should help you understand
each section even if numbered differently in different years.
Section 1
Section 1 officially designates the “short title” of the Act. Although the official short title is “The General
Appropriation Act of [year],” legislators and budget staff will more often refer to the Act as “House Bill 2.”

1
AN ACT
2
MAKING GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS AND AUTHORIZING EXPENDITURES BY STATE AGENCIES REQUIRED 3
BY LAW. BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO:
4		
Section 1. SHORT TITLE.--This act may be cited as the “General Appropriation Act of 2008”.

Section 2
Section 2 defines terms used in the Act. Read this sections through at least once to understand the terminology,
especially that for the General Fund and federal funds.
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Section 3
This section is mainly a technical section. The provisions fall into two general categories: the first explains
the structure of the Act; the second directs the Department of Finance and Administration and state agencies on overall implementation of the Act and includes some agency-wide authority restrictions. Of particular
note is DFA’s responsibility to track overall revenue collections, either general fund or other (e.g., fees). If
non-general fund revenues are not on track to meet appropriated expenditures, DFA is authorized to take
action to reduce agency budgets as necessary. If general fund revenues are below the estimates that were
used to develop the budget, DFA must present a plan to the LFC on how to address the revenue shortfall.
Section 4
This is the meat and potatoes of the Act. This section provides the annual appropriation for every single
agency in state government. Funding levels in this section of the Act generally form the basis for an agency’s
funding in the next budget year. Therefore, the funding in this section is described as recurring. Funding
provided in this section is generally “secure” in that it is unlikely to be reduced or removed unless there is a
significant budget crunch or change of policy.
Appropriations to agencies are made by “program.” For most small agencies, all activities are encompassed
under one budgeted program. However, larger agencies that have multiple divisions and activities usually
have several budgeted programs.

1		
2
Section 4. FISCAL YEAR 2009 APPROPRIATION.-3					
A. LEGISLATIVE		
4
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL SERVICE:
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Program budgets are listed on a table that shows two things: 1) the category of spending and 2) the
source of revenue. Total appropriations by program are not shown in the bill; you’ll have to calculate these
on your own. An agency’s total budget is shown at the very end of the entry for the agency as a “subtotal”
line. This subtotal shows the lump-sum total funding for the agency that includes all sources of revenue and
categories of spending.
Program appropriations sometimes also include explanatory language. If you are tracking funding for a
particular agency or program, it is important to read this language to understand whether there are any
funding restrictions or requirements for certain activities or projects. Since legislative language is open to
interpretation, it could be helpful to find out how the agency and the oversight agencies (DFA and LFC) are
interpreting the language.
An example of explanatory language can be found in the “medical assistance” Medicaid program of the
Human Services Department budget: “The other state funds appropriations to the medical assistance program
of the human services department [sic] include four million three hundred thousand dollars ($4,300,000)
from the tobacco settlement program fund for breast and cervical cancer treatment and for medicaid [sic]
program expenditures.” This language describes the source of funding and also requires that an unspecified

An example of a page from Section 4 of the GAA.
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amount of that funding be used for breast and cervical cancer treatment and the rest for general Medicaid
expenditures. The agency could not use the funding for other purposes without getting a change in the
language in a subsequent appropriations bill.
Program appropriations also include performance measures. It may be useful to review these to understand
how the agency is measuring success for certain activities. However, the performance measures included
in the bill are chosen by the Legislature so it is possible that they are not the measures of most importance
to the agency. Most large agencies track many more measures than are included in the bill. The full list
of measures reported by agencies to DFA and LFC are included in the published DFA and LFC budget
recommendations.
Section 5
Special appropriations (see “Budget Speak” for definition) are generally not considered to be part of an
agency’s ongoing budget and the funding is usually nonrecurring. The projects funded in this section should
be for one-time or pilot projects, though this is inconsistent. There are many agencies that have received
nonrecurring funding for a specific activity each year for many years. Special appropriations language is
generally very broad and provides the agency a lot of freedom in implementation.
Unless otherwise specified, special appropriations are available for two fiscal years – the fiscal year during
which the GAA is enacted and the next fiscal year. This means that a special appropriation enacted in the
FY09 GAA is available for the remainder of FY08, as well as all of FY09. This is important to know, because
many agencies do not budget this money until the beginning of the next fiscal year even though they could
be starting the project in the current fiscal year. If you want your project to start as early as possible, work
with the agency that received the appropriation and DFA to get the appropriation budgeted as soon as
possible.
Section 6
Appropriations in this section are for both supplemental and deficiency appropriations. The specific line
items do not always specify which type of appropriation (supplemental or deficiency). One way to tell is to
look at the DFA and LFC budget recommendations, where the two categories are separated. You can also
contact the affected agency.
Deficiency appropriations (see “Budget Speak” for definition) can be of interest because they may indicate
budget pressure on particular programs in the current and upcoming fiscal year. However, they can also
result from fiscal mismanagement, so using the fact that an agency required a deficiency appropriation as
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an argument for more funding in the current or upcoming budget year should only be used if the reasons
for the deficiency are based on the needs of the program and not administrative problems in managing the
budget.
Supplemental appropriations (see “Budget Speak” for definition) can be of interest because they also
may indicate budget pressure on particular programs. Advocates for a particular program may want to
see whether, if an agency received a supplemental in the current fiscal year, that agency also received an
increase for the upcoming fiscal year. Again, the same caveat as for deficiency appropriations applies. It is
important to distinguish whether the need for a supplemental appropriation resulted from program needs
or problems managing the budget.
Section 7
This section provides appropriations for all major information technology projects planned by state
agencies. It is usually a combination of new appropriations and extensions of prior appropriations. Extensions
are usually for projects that are still running and have not used up the original appropriation but for which
the appropriation period is expiring. Appropriations in this section are generally from the “computer systems
enhancement fund” unless other funds are specified. The computer systems enhancement fund is funded
by the state General Fund and does not represent a different revenue source for IT projects. For accounting
purposes, General Fund monies for information technology projects are transferred to this separate
account.
Section 8
This section provides appropriations for salary increases at all state agencies except public schools. The
public school compensation increases are included in the “state equalization guarantee” section of the
Public School Support appropriation in Section 4. After the bill is enacted, DFA distributes the compensation
increases to agencies. Therefore, in years where salary increases have been enacted, an agency’s recurring
budget will equal its Section 4 appropriation plus its share of the Section 8 appropriation.
Note that compensation increases can eat into agencies’ programmatic budgets for two reasons. First, the
appropriation may not fully cover the cost of the salary increases because the increases are calculated
almost a full year before they are implemented. Second, the appropriation only provides funding to cover the
costs of those employees paid by the General Fund. Agencies that have employees paid by fee revenue or
federal funds often cannot raise fees or increase federal funding to cover the compensation increases and
therefore must absorb the cost of the increases.
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Sections 9 and 10
These sections provide budget adjustment authority to agencies for the current and upcoming fiscal
years. Budget adjustment authority includes general authority for agencies to increase budgets based on
non-General Fund revenues and to move funding between categories of spending. It also includes specific
authority for agencies to address situations that go beyond the general authority provided. Advocates
should pay attention to this authority if they are proposing funding that would go to one agency and then
be transferred to different agencies. It is important to ensure that the receiving agencies have the correct
authority to adjust their budgets to accept the transfer of funds. Work with the affected agencies if your
proposal involves anything like this. Note that agencies can bring grant funds from non-state entities into
their budgets under general authority provided in Section 3.
Sections 11 and beyond
These sections tend to be technical sections that provide the state authority to bring in reserve funds if
revenues fall short for that particular fiscal year and other technical items. However, it is important to take a
look at what is in these sections, because across-the-board appropriation reductions (“sanding” see Budget
Speak p30) may be included in these sections as well.
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Budget Speak

Appropriation – Legal authorization provided in statute
to state agencies to spend public funds passed by the
Legislature and enacted by the governor.
Budget – A plan of financial operation that includes
an estimate of proposed expenditures for a given time period
and the source of revenue to finance the expenditures. Usually the time period is
for one year.
Budgeted Program – See “Program” definition below
Deficiency Appropriation – An appropriation to cover an agency’s deficit due to overspending its budget
in the previous fiscal year.
Explanatory Language – See “Technical Terms: Explanatory Language” box on page 17.
Fiscal Year – The financial year for the state. See “Budget Basics: Understanding Fiscal Years” box on
page 21.
General Appropriation Act (GAA) – The primary annual appropriations bill that provides spending authority
for the ongoing operations of all state agencies. Also referred to as “House Bill 2” or “HB 2.”
Junior Bill – An appropriations bill that is not the GAA but provides appropriations for all three branches
of government. This is where “member-designated” funding is usually found – each legislative member is
usually given a specific amount of money to spend on any project that he or she chooses.
Nonrecurring Appropriation – An appropriation that is only available on a one-time basis. The appropriation
is not included in an agency’s ongoing operations and will not be included in the agency’s budget that
forms the base for the next year’s appropriation. The Executive makes the final determination on which
appropriations outside of those made in Section 4 of the GAA are recurring or nonrecurring. (See “To Recur
or Not to Recur” section, page 22.)
Omnibus Bill – A bill pertaining to, including, or dealing with numerous items at once.
Operating Budget – The working budget for an agency based on the enacted appropriations for that fiscal
year.
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Program/Budgeted Program – A set of activities undertaken in accordance with a plan of action, organized
to realize identifiable goals and objectives. The “programs” used for budgeting purposes can be broad
categories.
Recurring appropriation – An appropriation for ongoing operations of an agency that will form the base of
the agency’s appropriation for the next fiscal year. After all bills containing appropriations are enacted, the
Executive makes the final determination on which appropriations outside of those made in Section 4 of the
GAA are recurring. (See “To Recur or Not to Recur” section, page 22.)
Reverting or Non-reverting Language – Determines whether unspent appropriations can remain available
until spent or if they will be returned to the General Fund (or other funds) at the end of the fiscal year (or
other designated appropriation period).
Reverting language reads: “Any unexpended balance of the appropriations remaining at the end
of fiscal year xxxx shall revert to the ____ fund.” Nonreverting language reads: “Any unexpended balance
of the appropriations remaining at the end of fiscal year xxxx shall not revert.” This language can either be
included in the introductory language of the section in which the appropriation is included (e.g., Section 5
of the GAA) or directly within the appropriation itself.
Sanding – Action by the Legislature to reduce general fund appropriations on an “across-the-board” basis,
though some exceptions to the reductions are possible. Sanding is usually applied to the General Appropriation
Act though sometimes also applied to “junior” appropriation bills. It usually occurs in order to bring the total
spending in the GAA, any junior bill, and other stand-alone appropriations bills within the legislative targets
for total spending. Occasionally called “shaving.” See Section 11 of the 2006 GAA or Section 15 of SB 190
(2005 Session “junior” bill) for examples of sanding.
Signing Period – The New Mexico Constitution provides the governor twenty days after the last day of the
session to sign bills passed during the last three days of the session. Bills passed prior to the last three days
of the session must be signed or vetoed within 72 hours.
Special Appropriation – An appropriation to an agency for a specific purpose rather than general operations.
Usually for a one-time purpose and funded out of nonrecurring revenues. (See “To Recur or Not to Recur”
section, page 22.)
Supplemental Appropriations – An appropriation to resolve projected budget shortfalls for the current
fiscal year.
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Resources

Budget Information
Executive Budget Recommendation
		

http://budget.nmdfa.state.nm.us - under “Current Issues”

Legislative Finance Committee Budget Recommendation
		

http://legis.state.nm.us/lcs/lfc/lfcapprec.aspx

DFA and LFC staff contacts
		

DFA: http://budget.nmdfa.state.nm.us - under “Staff Directing and Assignments”		
LFC: http://legis.state.nm.us/lcs/lfc/lfcstaff.aspx
LFC post-session review

		

http://legis.state.nm.us/lcs/lfc/lfcfiscal.aspx
Summary of budget action and major legislative changes resulting from the most-recently
completed session. Usually released within a month or two after the end of the session.

		

Under “Post Session Fiscal Review.”

Historical List of General Appropriation and Capital Outlay Bills
		

http://legis.state.nm.us/lcs/misc/Historical%20List.pdf
Bill and chapter numbers for GAA, “junior” bills, and capital outlay bills back to 1996

State Budget Act: 6-3-1 through 6-3-25 NMSA 1978
DFA Appropriations Request Instructions
http://budget.nmdfa.state.nm.us - under “Appropriation Request”
LFC Budget guidelines
		

On LFC website under “Information for State Agencies” - choose “Budget Guidelines”

Legislative Session Information
Agendas and Calenders
		

http://legis.state.nm.us/lcs/agecalendars.aspx

Bill finder
		

http://legis.state.nm.us/lcs/BillFinder.aspx
As of the 1996 session, search by bill number, key word, etc. Useful for tracking bills during
the current legislative session. Also useful in looking at bills from previous sessions to see
if similar bills have been introduced in the past.

My Roundhouse (Bill Watcher)
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http://www.nmlegis.gov/lcs/myroundhouse/

Session dates
		

http://legis.state.nm.us/lcs/lcsdocs/sessionsdates.PDF
Dates of the upcoming session and for the most recently completed sessions
Opening day, deadline for bill introduction, end of signing period (pocket veto), effective
date of legislation

Session Publications
		

http://legis.state.nm.us/lcs/sessionpub.aspx

		

Listed under each session
•

Session Highlights (LCS version of Post-Session Review)

•

Effective dates for individual bills

•

Subject Index - bills listed by general area. For example, all bills affecting agriculture.
Good resource to find out whether a bill has been introduced in prior sessions, etc.

•

Capital Outlay Appropriations

Interim Committee reports
		

http://legis.state.nm.us/lcs/reports.aspx

Other
General Fund Revenue Testimony
		

http://board.nmdfa.state.nm.us/ - under “General Fund Information” - choose “Testimony”

Index to Revenue Sources of New Mexico; Legislative Council Service; revised July 2007.
		

http://legis.state.nm.us/lcs/misc/Index%20to%20Revenue%20Sources.pdf		

LFC Newsletter
		

http://legis.state.nm.us/lcs/lfc/lfcnewsletter.aspx

LFC Understanding Government Finances series
		

http://legis.state.nm.us/lcs/lfc/lfcfinancefacts.aspx

Online statutes (Conway Greene)
		

http://www.conwaygreene.com/nmsu/lpext.dll?f=templates&fn=main-h.htm&2.0

		

Includes NM Constitution and statutes, but not the session laws.
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Calendar

Budget Advocacy Calendar
April
– Interim legislative committee
hearings begin for most
committees [usually the LFC]

May
– (1st) Agencies submit their
enacted operating budgets for
the fiscal year starting in July to
DFA
– Start outreach to interim
legislative committees if want to
testify
– Interim legislative committee
hearings begin (for some
committees)

June
– Interim legislative
committee hearings begin
(for some committees)
– (15th) Agencies begin
developing their budget
request; meet with agency
staff
– (30th) State’s fiscal year
ends

July
– (1st) State’s fiscal year
begins

– Summer revenue estimate is made
– May-August: Provide information about your funding request to legislators, the governor’s è

August

ç

office and the LFC

December
– LFC has its final hearing
– The December revenue
estimate is made
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September
– (1st) Agencies submit
appropriations requests to DFA
and LFC
– Executive and Legislature
begin developing their budget
recommendations
– LFC’s public hearings begin
(check schedule for “advocate’s
day”)
– Provide information about your
funding request to the State
Budget Division

January
– Executive budget
recommendation is released
– HAFC begins budget hearings
– Legislative session begins on
the third Tuesday
– LFC budget recommendation is
released
– SFC begins budget hearings

October

November

– October revenue estimate
is made for finalizing the
budget recommendations

February
– Mid-session revenue
estimate is made
– HAFC releases the GAA
– SFC amendment process
for the GAA
– 30-day session ends in
late February; governor has
20 days to act on legislation
passed in last three days

March
– 60-day session ends in
late March; governor has
20 days to act on legislation
passed in last three days

New Mexico Voices for Children
2340 Alamo Ave. SE, Suite 120
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106-3523
505-244-9505
www.nmvoices.org/fiscalpolicyproject.htm

